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Editor’s
Letter
With the Honey Shows over, and with it hopefully the
lockdown, we may now begin school once more.
Hopefully the lectures will also take place in person
so that we can feel “normal” again.
Congratulations to everyone who has attended and
perhaps won prizes in the National Honey Show. Now
it is time to disseminate all the new knowledge and
apply it for better beekeeping. Congratulations to all
the beekeepers that have completed their Basic
Assessment, and thank you for your commitment to
the craft—you are valuable to the future of bees and
their protection.
At the same time, as winter approaches, preparations
need to begin with checking stores and signs of pests
and disease. The cold will be as unpredictable as
usual, and so preparations that may need to be
completed for winter warmth should also begin now.
All the best,
Katerina Prokopiou
Cover Photo: A male Bobus ruderarius, by USGS Bee Inventory and
Monitoring Lab (Flickr)
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Letter from the WBKA Chair Elect

D

ear Beekeepers,

My Name is Jitesh Patel, and I was elected Chair
elect at the virtual AGM.
I received the invitation to consider the role back in
March/April and, after talking to other Past Chairs’, as well
as some of the more senior beekeepers who all approved; with some
nervousness and some fear, I finally agreed.
Am I looking forward to the position? Yes! And no…I’m very nervous of
potentially embarrassing myself.
I joined the Sutton Coldfield and North Birmingham branch in 2008 and have
been keeping bees ever since, that’s a total of 12-13 years. I keep 6 colonies
of my own, as well as a couple of nucs. I am also a proud volunteer swarm
collector, registered on the BBKA Swarm Collector List supporting the public
with collecting unwanted swarms.
I’m by now a keen bee(keeper) and, more than just being a fan of honey, I
find real joy in the other aspects of beekeeping, such as the continued
learning opportunities and observation of their livelihoods. I’ve delved into
the microscopy courses, enjoy learning how to identify identify pollen and
have even been building my own pollen library! I find interest in expanding
my knowledge, as well as challenging myself with the BBKA Modules, only
Modules 7 and 8 left – what will I do next?!
Well, my interest in bees has grown to a broader hobby, reading about other
related subject such as plants, bee photography, pollen, etc and have a
couple of shelves of bee books now.
I have also been writing for the Warwickshire Magazine for at least 5 years
and been on the Warwickshire Education committee for a similar number.
When possible, I like to volunteer for my local association through practical
help but also teaching beekeeping at the Sutton Coldfield branch apiary. I
have also supported BBKA events like the BBC Countryfile Live events held at
Blenheim Palace and at the RHS Chatworths shows.
Best Wishes,
Jitesh Patel
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Letter from the new WBKA Trustee

H

ello all,

As a new Trustee of the Association, I have been
asked to pen a short letter to introduce myself to
everyone.
My interest in beekeeping began on Christmas 2010, when my partner gave
me a national hive starter kit. The gift was a result of my mentioning, in
passing I might add, about the possibility of keeping either chickens or bees.
However, with the arrival of my first bee keeping kit, I was hooked and soon
realized how amazing it is to keep and study bees. I struggled initially, and
very early on realised that bees don’t read the same books I do! An even
more important lesson for me was that going solo is not as much fun as
being part of an association.
The biggest change came about when I joined forces with Julia, another
member of the Sutton Coldfield branch, to run an out-apiary. I never would
have guessed that the outcome of our partnership would have been so
exciting. Our friendship has gone from strength to strength and, 10 years on,
we find ourselves doing some sort of exam, practical, or training course, or
all three, on annual basis, not to mention the 7 thriving hives we now
manage.
I chose to volunteer as a Trustee, as I am keen to help and support the
Association and give back some of the freely given advice and support, I have
enjoyed as a member myself. After all, Associations only work when
everyone does their bit, however small. It all counts and it’s great to be
involved in such a worthwhile and fascinating hobby.
Best Wishes,
Richard Evans

For the full list of our County and Branch Trustees, and how to contact
them, please visit the WBKA website:
https://warwickshirebeekeepers.org.uk/members-pages/wbka-officerand-branch-officer-contacts/
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Asian Hornet Update
October 2021
With no sightings of Asian Hornet in the UK earlier in the year a first sighting was
seen in Ascot Berkshire on 8th October. The nest was located and destroyed on 11th
October by the National Bee Unit. Further observations are being made in the area.
This demonstrates that we must be
cautious still with the unusually warm
weather that we have been having and
Asian Hornets may still be out there to
be spotted. Workers will still be hunting,
and very soon new queens will be
emerging from any nests present.

A first sighting was seen in
Ascot Berkshire on 8th
October. The nest was
located and destroyed on
11th October by the National
Bee Unit.

The AH in Ascot was spotted by a
beekeeper and reported promptly and
resulted in rapid location and destruction
of the nest. It is important that we
continue to keep a watch for any AH either close to our hives or foraging on late
flowers such as ivy. If there is any suspicion, please gather evidence and report via
the Asian Hornet app or via other routes.

Now that leaves are falling from the trees it will be possible to see any secondary
nests in trees and these should be reported as previous inspections have found
queens remaining in the nest to hibernate. If there are any queens around, they will
be going into hibernation as soon as the weather cools down and they may choose
unoccupied hives or bee sheds to do so, if you see any insect hibernating over
winter have a close look and report if suspicious.
Julian Routh
WBKA AHAT Coordinator
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Beekeepers for Life this Christmas
Join the Bees Abroad Big Give Christmas Challenge
Help create Beekeepers for Life this Christmas!
Bees Abroad is participating in The Big Give Christmas Challenge

Save the Date!
November 30th, (#GivingTuesday) - December 7th, 2021
Every donation made to Bees Abroad during the Big Give week will be
matched.

One donation, twice the impact!
You can double your impact this Christmas, helping to create Beekeepers for Life!
Bees Abroad are excited to participate in the Big Give Christmas Challenge, the
UK’s largest match funding campaign. For seven days, (from midday, November
30th, until December 7th) every donation made to Bees Abroad’s Big Give
campaign, ‘Beekeepers for Life: Empowering Women’ will be matched. One
donation, twice the impact.

Bees Abroad is a global community dedicated to relieving poverty through beekeeping and has been
training and supporting beekeepers in developing countries for 21 years. We work through volunteer
expert beekeepers with local overseas partners and field trainers to deliver projects in the poorest
sectors of society with an approach that is inclusive and sustainable to improve quality of life.
UK Registered Charity No 1108464 The Keepers, Symn Lane, GL12 7BD Wotton-under-Edge, UK
beesabroad.org.uk / info@beesabroad.org.uk
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‘Beekeepers for Life’ is Bees Abroad’s exciting initiative to empower women
across Africa through beekeeping.
Vaileth Abel from Tanzania is one of our
Beekeeper for Life participants. She is a mother
to three children and lives in the small, rural
village of Nyamkolechiwa on Kome Island, on
Lake Victoria. She lives off the land, growing
maize, cassava and sweet potatoes with a dream
to one day own a piece of land and be able to
give her children an education and the chance to
reach their goals. Vaileth recently attended her
first beekeeping training with a group of twenty
women from her community and together they
have hung their first hives. Equipped with
Vaileth Abel with her top bar hives
training and support, locally made hives and a
(photo credit: Bhatendi Mwandandila)
locally made bee suit, Vaileth is one step closer
to realizing her dream.
There are many more women just like Vaileth, and Bees Abroad are working to
establish community beekeeping groups across Tanzania, Malawi, Uganda, Kenya,
Ghana and Nigeria. Women are equipped with the skills and resources to generate
a sustainable income through honey and wax sales. Together with our Bees Abroad
local partner trainers we are building a community of Beekeepers for Life. This
Christmas you have the amazing opportunity to support them … with every pound
you donate during the campaign doubled!
One donation, twice the impact. Creating Beekeepers for Life.

How to support:

Add a calendar reminder for the Big Give launch—30th November
12:00pm

Visit our webpage - www.beesabroad.org.uk/biggive - during the
campaign to donate securely.

Your donation will be doubled with our matched funding!
If you would like to fundraise for the Big Give week or have any questions, please
contact us (info@beesabroad.org.uk).
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Chronicles of a Novice Beekeeper
A Quarter Diary
Date: July 21st 2021

T

his month has gone smoothly - for the most part. I have
one colony with which I’ve been struggling from the
beginning of this season. They had superseded their queen very early in
the season, then prepped for swarming shortly after the queen was
established. I only hope that their decisions don’t affect them in accepting
the new queen and establishing a strong colony for the winter to come. No
matter what, I am ready with a Nuc at hand, should I need to give them a
new queen.
My superstar colony is as strong as ever! At the end of June, it had grown
to occupy a brood and a half. On last inspection, the queen had filled up
most of the super frame with even more brood. There are 7 supers on this
colony and I struggle to reach the top! This colony has, so far, never
attempted to swarm.
Back in March our local branch hosted a Zoom session on swarm
management, from which I took the presenter’s and early in the season,
removed brood frames to make two splits from my strongest colony. Those
splits have now built two separate colonies with 2 supers each and still
building. Perhaps that may have helped pre-empt this colony from
swarming?
Today I added a clearer board in preparation for summer honey extraction
as I have no more supers to add to the hives and so need to extract to
make more room. The superstar colony has filled ¾ of its last super and
some of the others are starting to need more room too. I absolutely can’t
buy anymore hives (unless for spare parts) as I have reached the capacity
of the apiary and I don’t want to be keeping bees on more than one site.
Oh, the limitations of a beekeeper…
I have finally received the exam date for my Basic Beekeepers Certificate
Exam, destined for last year but unfortunately cancelled. Wish me luck to
pass (fingers crossed!).
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Date: August 21st 2021
Earlier this month, after a 2 year wait, I passed my Basic Beekeepers
Certificate. While I was quite nervous just prior, the assessor put me at
ease, and I felt it was a positive experience. It was nice to go through a
hive with a highly experienced beekeeper which was something I haven’t
had the opportunity to do for a while.
As it’s been funny weather most of August, I’ve struggled to fit bee
inspections around my work schedule. It just seems that the best weather
is when I’m working! I’ve got two more supers of honey currently over
clearer boards ready to come off on the next decent break in rain and
wind. I’m a bit behind. After that’s done and the supers cleaned out, the
varroa treatment will go on and then it’s all about preparing for winter. I
think the bees have done very well considering the strange season. As it
looks like the Honey Shows are back on this Autumn, I’ll have to start
thinking about what to enter.
Compared with the last two years of honey harvest, this year’s Spring and
Summer honey appears and tastes different. Spring honey this year was
pure OSR and crystalized very quickly. The past two years it’s been a blend
of OSR and fruit tree blossoms, which (in my opinion) gave it lovely soft
texture. This year’s summer honey is noticeably darker with a different
flavour as compared with previous years honey. I’m wondering if anyone
else has experienced similar this year?

Date: Sept 21st 2021

The last two supers of honey were extracted in late August. The Varroa
treatment is done & syrup feeds are on. At the moment, I’m going through
the supers, cleaning and repainting them. I’m quite happy to clean & paint
hives, supers & nucs as I find it satisfying to make them look like new again.
I must confess I hate cleaning the frames and boiling the wax down. It’s my
least favourite job. I have put off doing it & it’s already caused a problem.
I left the combs for melting in the shed in our back garden & it didn’t take
long for the bees in the back garden nuc to sniff it out. I had loads of bees
coming and going through the vents at the front & back of the shed. The
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Chronicles of a Novice Beekeeper
A Quarter Diary
vents are just above fence height, there is a communal pathway on the
other side of that fence and it was bin day, meaning a lot of my neighbours
were going to be bringing their bins back after collection. Thankfully a bit
of tape solved the issue and the bees just used the front vent, which faces
our garden. I was just hoping no one would notice the handful of bees
bouncing off the tape still trying to get in. (And as none of my neighbours
have discussed bee issues with me, I think I’ve gotten away with it!)
The one colony I was struggling with all season finally got a decent queen,
so that’s good. On inspection last week, that colony now has only 4 seams
of bees, so I put them in a Nuc to overwinter. The superstar colony has 15!
Even though I’ve left a super of honey on this hive, I think I’ll need to keep
an eye out for them especially as they could go through their stores
quickly.
I had my first taste of selling honey to the public directly at a Fayre. I was
pleasantly surprised that it went well. Almost all the jars I had brought with
me were sold but I was quite tired after half a day sitting at the table
talking about bees and honey.
I just got an email this evening, it looks like we’re going to have a Branch
Honey Show in October…I’ll have to think about what to enter.

Date: October 21st 2021
The bees are set up for the winter now. Mouse Guards are on. Fingers
crossed that the 5 colonies and 3 Nucs overwinter nicely. Supers and
Combs are packed for the winter.
Unfortunately, I was unable to attend our local Honey Show this year,
which was very disappointing. I was especially interested in seeing how my
first attempts at Mead would have fared and if I could’ve gotten any
feedback or advice. During the process of making mead, I learned about
Mead Bottle Bombs, where the bottles of mead blow up either by bottling
too early or due to the reactivation of the yeast by adding honey just
before bottling. Giving friends and family Mead bottle bombs for Christmas
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gifts is not my intention so hopefully I’ve got this right (I’ve used Potassium
Sorbate to prevent yeast reactivation).
I may have an Out Apiary! I need to check that it’s still available and that it
will be suitable. It would be mainly for swarm management and Nuc’s. I
hope to have this determined by next month.
Noticed in the October Online Sales that price of Polynucs is going to shoot
up in price very soon! I was planning on buying some more supers at Bee
Tradex this spring, but I think I’d better place my order now.
Denali Enns

Mapping particulate presence in apiculture across the UK
Coventry University is leading an initiative linking beekeepers and scientists. Their
first project, supported by the BBKA, is called Thriving Hive and it aims to
understand the effect of air pollution on honeybee health and productivity. The
research team is mapping one component of air pollution, particulate matter, and
to see if this matter makes its way into the hives, the bee’s bodies and their hive
products and investigate whether that correlates with disease, parasite loads and
productivity.
Living on a busy road and with planes flying overhead (usually), I signed up to be
involved! April Webb, the project’s Research Assistant fitted the air pollution
monitor right by one of my hives. In a couple of weeks, I will need to provide the
research team with samples of worker bees, house bees and wax. These samples
will be analysed to see if pollutants make their way into the hives and their
products. For more information and, in a few months to find the research results,
go to www.thrivinghive.co.uk
Jane Nimmo
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All in (more than) a month
SUTTON COLDFIELD AND NORTH BIRMINGHAM
Making Mead and Traditional Honey Drinks
Chris Park, Skep Beekeeper
Website: https://www.acorneducation.com/
Podcast: Living Beeing
21st October
Chris Park gave a pleasant talk on Mead making and talked about its
historical aspects. It was a lively evening watching Chris enjoy mead from his
massive bull’s horn. Chris also described the various products that fall under
mead making, Sack Mead, Metheglin, Braggot, Melomel, Cyser, Caudle,
Chouchenn, to name a few. All fascinating and I only wish we could have
tried some of these drinks, they sounded delicious and healthy, as they only
contain honey, either sprint water or fruit juices and can include spices and
other natural products.
Chris went on to talk about the history and practices of mead making from
before the Saxon era to the Romans, making comments on products quoting
poems and various text. He suggested several things to try and books on the
subject. All interesting stuff. Chris describes himself as druid and I’d describe
him as a bit of a renaissance man. I actually look forward to meeting him in
person. His work on promoting Skep making, mead making cider production
and as making traditional middle age buildings made him a fountain of
information on a broad spectrum of things.
After the talk I spoke to a number of members, and it looks like Chris has
sparked the imagination of a number them as they tell me they are all about
to try mead making this year. Good news for the honey show next year.
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August Update

It been a busy month in Sutton Coldfield. We had 10 members go for the basic
assessment and by the time this goes to press, members should have had the
results. Thanks to Jane Nimmo and Dave Bonner who managed to get the
assessments done on a very wet Saturday.
Well done to all 10 candidates, doing the Basic can be a nervous raking as people
haven’t done and examinations, but the basic and on that day a couple of
candidates had to do the practical part of the assessment under golf umbrellas.
Something they will have bragging rights to in the future.

One of the members taking the Basic while the assessor holds an umbrella
over the hive.

We had wasp traps in the apiary and we have
managed to catch and the release numerous
European Hornets. They are surprising large. If
you are using wasp traps please check them and
release hornets they are the harmless to our
bees and beneficial.
Our summer course has come to an end and
from the feedback from students directly it was
a successful 16 week course. The demand for
these courses is still on the rise and although

Hornet release from wasp trap.
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All in (more than) a month
most of the students don’t have bees yet. I can see them become good responsible
bee keepers over time.
We had a working party in the apriary and had a couple of standing dead trees, we
dropped them to the ground as they were becoming a hazard, they could eaily have
been toppled just by pushing them over. we also removed a couple of tree stumps.
They stumps themselves are a great haven for insects and beetles, a Natural insect
home.
Jitesh Patel

COVENTRY
Latest Update
The season is over. The bees, having been fed and treated for Varroa, are now
settled for their winter ‘hibernation’. That said, there has been some excellent warm
weather with the bees flying in large numbers.
The Branch Apiary goes into winter with seven full colonies and two NUCs which also
allowed students from the 2020 Beginners Course to visit the apiary site in
September and observe an experienced beekeeper manipulating a colony.
The Beginners Course took place over the weekend of 11th and 12th September.
Twelve students attended and the feedback was excellent. The course took place at
the BBKA offices at Stoneleigh, where the revised facilities were first rate.
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The Branch Honey show took place on 18th October. It was good to see several
entries from our new branch members including several into the Junior Classes.
The judge, Douglas Nethercleft, did an excellent job and, in his ‘post judging’
comments, gave the group a large number of tips and guidance.
Awards as follows:
•
Paul Friend won the Chris Skuse award for Novice with most points.
•
Dave Bonner won the Most Points in show award.
•
Thomas Burton won the Best in Show with his set honey entered the
Novice Class.
The next Branch meeting will take place on Monday 15th November at 7.30pm.
August Update
What a strange season it has been – quite frustrating and not the best by any
means. Well, it is over now and time to get the bees ready for the winter and the
start of the next season. Let us live in the hope that next season will be better,
and honey will flow copiously from the supers.
The six good colonies produced 136lbs of honey, at 23lbs per colony that is quite
poor. This has been sold to the Allotment Association who will sell it in the
allotment shop. A good advertisement for the Branch.
The bees continue to challenge us. One hive, when inspected, was found be ‘not
right’ and short of stores. They were given a bucket full of syrup. The next
inspection found 45 queen cells in various stages of development.

At the apiary the protective mesh fence has been erected around the beehives,
this makes the site much more sociable for members who just want to come
along and ‘chat bees’. Thank you to Julian, Mick, Gary, Pete and Dave for getting
this job done.
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All in (more than) a month
Six members of the branch undertook the Basic Assessment in August and we are
delighted to say they all passed: - 2 Distinctions, 2 credits and 2 passes – a great
achievement. Well done to Thomas Burton, Paul Friend, Denali Enns, Oli Klemo,
Kathleen Clancy and Mick Clarke.
The branch had an open meeting at the new apiary on Sunday 15th August. This was
the first time we had met at the new site. The meeting was well supported, with lots
of chat, some beekeeping and the grass getting cut as well.
Dave Bonner

RUGBY
Latest Update
As a strange, isolating year comes to an end, it was a real pleasure to meet fellow
beekeepers face-to-face for the first time in so long; hopefully this can last.
Our first talk in this month’s meeting, was by Celia Davies. Celia covered the topic of
winter preparation and care and, as always, she expertly guided us through this
complex subject and succinctly delivered the lessons in a very clear, logical and
digestible format.
It is easy to assume that years of experience can make one an expert and hence, feel
they can pick and choose which meetings will be beneficial for their learning.
However, in the presence of a real expert, even in an area of beekeeping where I
feel comfortable such as bee husbandry, I am always struck by the continuous
learning and the most useful and important snippets I can acquire.
Furthermore, strange things, never-seen-before stories or unusual events continue.
Perhaps the most common theme is strange queen losses
and late swarms. I collected a large swarm the last week in
September.
...the most
People on bee keeping websites are constantly talking
common theme
about failed new queen development after Pagden splits.
Latterly several surprised postings about apparently happy
is strange
queens disappearing in the last month, present in the
queen losses
beginning of September but gone when the beekeeper did
their final prewinter check. A few of our members have
and late
reported similar problems as well.

swarms.
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This month’s WBKA lecture was interesting. The speaker described a good, better
than average honey crop in Wales. Yet, locally, many beekeepers are recording
poor crops. Has the weather been kinder in Wales? Are their bees better genetically
to combat the strange weather. Is Wales more remote so less overcrowding?
I was previously aware of approximately 30 commercial hives at two separate
compass points facing one direction, as well as a couple of smaller commercial
apiaries. However, whilst walking the dogs, I was recently astounded to find over
50 commercial hives at a compass point facing a different direction. I do wonder if
100 hives in a one-mile radius does affect honey crop. For example, according to
my observations, my bees are relatively dark in colour. Meanwhile, I am convinced
that there were many more “lighter” bees on the flowers, shrubs and trees that I
have nurtured in my garden for MY bees.
Latest Update
Ever heard two farmers say how pleased they are with this year’s weather? Well,
given the past couple of years, we might as well join the club!
No conversation seems miss out on how odd the beekeeping season is this year,
with the weather being the usual suspect. At this time of year we do not conduct
our regular monthly meetings and so I share with you snippets of conversations
with fellow beekeepers and members of our branch.
To blame the weather further, our plans for our first Fete appearance are at risk
with our committee not sure how to continue should the severe weather forecast
come to be accurate.
This month’s hot topic was the failure of Pagden artificial swarms. Three of our
more experienced beekeepers shared how very few of the colonies left with queen
cells were successful in developing those queens, while more than half of those
with the older queen swarmed, leaving no queen cells behind.
Adding to this failure, two of our members also shared that their nuclei failed to
breed queens for the next year, with only one in six developing a healthy queen,
while the rest had only drone layers. Others reported colonies where queens were
lost but the workers went on for weeks without resorting to laying drones.
Furthermore, many of our members have yet to make a honey harvest, yet another
unusual fact of this season. Even one of the most experienced members of our
branch, who for years has averaged 60lb a hive, does not even have a single full
super per colony at this point in time.
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All in (more than) a month
Finally, one of our members unfortunately, suffered heavy losses as a result of
Chronic Bee Paralysis Virus. Having managed to get five hives through a previous
outbreak, all hives built off these survivors, finally succumbed also. Meanwhile,
colonies at a different site in the garden, all originally from last year’s swarms,
remain healthy.
What has therefore caused the survivors to succumb? Was it the “lockdown” during
May’s bad weather? The example could fit the theory that, although the hives
survived originally, the virus was still present just waiting for the right conditions to
create a new pandemic.
Steve Brown

SHIPSTON-ON-STOUR
Latest Update
We don’t do a ‘normal’ Honey Show at Shipston Beekeepers, at least not for the last
2 years.
Rather, we have an event where members can bring along any hive products
(candles, honey, mead, wax, cut comb, biscuits, cakes, etc) where they will be
‘judged’ by one of our members who is a qualified honey show judge.
We don’t reject any entry simply because it does not meet honey show entry
standards, but feedback is given against show standards and expectations.
But the best bit is once the food and drink items have been ‘judged’ they are passed
round the room for everyone to have a taste. This year we had hundreds of tasting
sticks (for honey) and asked everyone to wear vinyl gloves so this bit could be done
in a Covid-safe way.
We had around 25 members put in entries to our 2021 show and a great variety of
entries – more than the last show in 2019. A good evening was had by all. (many
thanks to Gary Thomas whose report I have “borrowed” from the SBKA website
where a lot more pictures are available https://www.sbka.org.uk/news-and-events/
shipston-beekeepers-bring-and-taste-honey-show-2021/)
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Now we all know Douglas does like mead. But he surprised us all (and himself) . And the
Best in Show went to...

...a jar of Seville Orange and Honey Marmalade. Well done Margery Blower, seen here
holding the John Castle Memorial Plate for Best in Show!

After the show there was a presentation of certificates and badges to those who
took the basic assessment examination this year, fortunately all who took the test
passed some also achieved distinctions and merit well done all.
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All in (more than) a month
September Update
The apiary meeting this month continued on Zoom with lively discussions on
more than one aspect of beekeeping. Several of the members had concerns
over discovering queen cells in their hives, sharing their thoughts on
swarming during this time of the season and the effects this might have.
We were reminded of how quickly the season goes by with a talk from David
Blower entitled “The End Game” (surely summer has just begun). David’s talk
covered the activities inside the hive and how colonies prepare for the end of
the season. Following the talk, we shared an in-depth list of “To do’s”,
including what we should be looking out for during our inspections, preparing
for varroa treatment, as well as alternative options to managing this endemic
pest. Great thanks go to David for his insightful and knowledgeable talk.
At risk of forgetting, we were all reminded to keep our eyes peeled for the
great villain: The Asian Hornet. We also had a discussion on how to make
Asian Hornet traps and how to maintain them without harming other insects
– no excuses now to not keep those eyes peeled!
Apiary meetings will continue Monday and Wednesday, with frames being
removed for honey extraction (I should be so lucky!).
Lastly, several our beekeepers will be taking their Basic Assessments soon, so
I would like to wish them all the best for their exams.
August Update
This month we had the pleasure of our first club meeting in person it was decided to
have a club BBQ at the Cherington arms our “normal” club meeting venue.
We all retired to the safety of the bar, where the food was lovely and we were made
to feel very welcome again.
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It all started off so well with the chef firing up the BBQ...

...then one brolly, then two then….
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All in (more than) a month

...run away!
It was great to catch up with people in person again sharing stories and hints and
tips, several people were commenting on how this year seemed strange with low
honey yield and a lot of supersedure’s. On a personal note although my girls seem fit
and health they are keeping there supplies to themselves so I will have to go
scrumping for honey this year (watch out Judy)

Eight of us from the group had their basic assessment exam this month, I was lucky
to be taking mine. Now I know I was not the only one to have the exam jitters and
busy swatting the night before took me way way back to my O levels… but on the
day the test was absolutely nothing to be worried about, the test was conducted at
Margery and David’s apiary which I must thank them for and what a beautify apiary
it was too.
The examiner Ian put all of at our easy from the beggining of the test, the test was
both practical and a series of verbal questions, the practical was to essentially
perform an inspection of the hive answering questions as this was being done. All of
the time Ian was sharing his wealth of knowledge sharing hints and tips from his
many years of bee keeping, and I am not alone in saying it was “one of the most
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pleasurable tests I have ever taken”. So if you have not done your basic assessment
book up as it was a most pleasurable experience, and you get a badge if you pass,
which I am pleased to say we all did with a number of distinctions well done you all.
So as the season draws to an end, those lucky enough to be spinning honey well
done and our thoughts should turn to varroa treatments and getting ready for the
winter.
Ray Pearce

WARWICK AND LEAMINGTON SPA
Latest Update
Seventeen wannabees departed our
August Taster Day on something of a
“high” thanks to the presenting team’s
inability to contain their pent-up
Bee Talk wins 3rd Place in
enthusiasm for our “girls”. Due to the
the National Honey Show !
standstill notice on our training apiary,
the experience of getting up close to
observe an opening of a hive of live bees was provided at three members’ personal
apiaries nearby. Already, enthused by the presentations, many of the delegates
were so enthralled at the apiaries that they didn’t leave to well after 5.00p.m.
having arrived at 3.00p.m. Mind you the tea and cakes may just have had
something to do with it. Judging from emails received the following day, the
interest shown in next year’s introductory course, offers of out apiaries and a
couple of new membership applications, it was clear that we had not lost our touch
in providing an informative and entertaining day.
As can be imagined, the withdrawal of the standstill notice at our training apiary
came as a great relief but outbreaks within the area are still a worry. Despite the
loss of this facility, training of newbies continued at the training team’s own
apiaries. It takes more than EFB to curb our activities.
Relaxation of the Covid regulations came at just the right time for us to attend
displays at the Royal Fusiliers Museum in Warwick where our “Buzzing for Victory”
display mirrored the military theme of the event. At Rowington and Lowsonford’s
Flower show, not even the forecast of rain and strong breezes could deter
attendance at this quintessentially English event and it turned out to be very busy.
Candle rolling was its usual popular self, and the demonstration of skep making
recruited several for our course scheduled for 2nd October at BBKA HQ. This was
the first time we had been invited here and, with its location in the garden of a pub,
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All in (more than) a month
hopefully not the last. The Ecofest, being held on 4th of September in Leamington,
promises to be a major event and we shall be pulling out all the stops.
Also coming up is our Honey show on 25th September at Kings Hill Nurseries
Autumn Fayre.
A busy month both in retrospect and more in prospect.
August Update
The past month has presented further challenges for the Branch beyond those
presented by the National Pandemic. Yes, we completed our Introduction to
Beekeeping earlier in the year but our planned follow-up training for new
beekeepers has been disrupted by the need to quarantine the Branch apiary at Kings
Hill Nurseries for 6 weeks due to European Foul Brood. From what we understand
this year has been a particularly bad year in the area, we are in good company as the
BBKA apiary has experienced EFB as well. A result of the BBKA outbreak is that Jane
Medwell, our chairman, has provided her apiary for BBKA practical courses.
To allow the new beekeepers to get hands on experience we have teamed each
novice with a more experienced member to visit apiaries and carry out inspections
under supervision. Many of the new beekeepers have identified sites for their own
bees and are either awaiting the arrival of swarms from our swarm collectors or are
awaiting unwanted splits.
We are all looking forward to face-to-face meetings planned for August, still our
secretary’s initial enthusiasm to break away from ZOOM has been tempered by
inhouse advice “not to rush”.
Many of our members have signed up for the Coventry University Thriving Hive
initiative to study air pollution, particulate matter and to see if particulate matter
makes its way into the hives, the bees’ bodies and their hive products. To assist the
Coventry University team leader Barbara Smith was introduced to Jane Medwell’s
own apiary bees. An exercise of moving the theoretical to the practical which was
very much welcomed. The rollout of monitoring sensors across the membership is in
hand.
The branch apiary is now also a designated Small Hive Beetle Sentinel Apiary under
the National Bee Unit Sentinel Apiary Programme. Details of this can be found on
the NBU website.
Chris Cox and Maggie Curley
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BIRMINGHAM AND DISTRICT
After 18 months of being unable to attend/hold events there was great excitement
(not without its concerns) when we planned and prepared for our Annual Honey
Show to be held over the weekend of 11th and 12th September in Winterbourne
House and Gardens.
We realised this could have come crashing down and that we could have been
taken into another lockdown when numbers were rising again. Remaining forever
optimistic we rallied on taking as many precautions as necessary and on Saturday
11th September we welcomed two honey show judges Dave Shannon and Peter
Lewis to judge the 224 entries of honey, wax, mead, and cakes that our members
plus one member from Burton brought
along for the competition.
The judges were impressed with both
the quality of the entries many worthy
of a place in the National and the venue
which is an Edwardian Arts and Craft
House with a 7-acre botanic garden
owned by The University of
Birmingham. Following lunch, they had
an enjoyable wander around the
beautiful gardens.
Lee Hale head of Winterbourne was
overwhelmed by the show and the 4000 visitors that came to buy local honey, view
the honeybee in the observation hives, watch live bee demonstrations, roll a
candle, join in the children’s activities. Free packets of bee friendly seeds had been
put together by some of our committee members and given to families to educate
the public of the way they can help with providing the much-needed forage that is
required to feed a colony of honeybees and other pollinators in our environment.
Two important factors to make a successful honey show, entrants and above all
volunteers. Having used a much larger venue this year it was evident that more
volunteers will be needed next year. However, thank you to everyone who did help,
be it set up, man a stall or help pack away it was greatly appreciated.
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All in (more than) a month
Here is an account from Anne Dixon one of our Stewards to the judges:
“I really didn’t know what to expect when I volunteered to be a steward and was
rather nervous when I turned up at Winterbourne at 8am last Saturday. However,
putting on the smart white coat provided by Nat made me feel more confident and
official and soon, Abid and I were introduced to the 2 judges in the show tent. They
were a supremely confident and professional pair of gentlemen who had driven
down from Yorkshire that morning. They competently organised us and introduced
us to the art of judging. It turned out that our primary task was to accurately record
their judgements for each class and dash round to deliver a paper copy to the team
in the office tent, next door, who looked up the names of the winners and wrote out
the results cards. But whilst doing this, we were able to watch the judges at work
and get all sorts of insights into how they came to their decisions.
I was working with Peter who was responsible for judging all the even classes. He
was great fun to be with, very enthusiastic and keen to share and explain his
professional methods. He had brought with him a huge bag which he delved into to
produce special equipment needed to help with his judging -including for example,
honey colour grading glasses, weighing scales, special cake cutting knives, wine
glasses to name but a few.
I was amazed by the attention given to technical details before any comparison of
the qualities of the entries. Many entries were disqualified on technicalities – for
example every beeswax block was weighed. The diameter of every cake was
measured, and each pair of honey jars was scrutinised to check whether they
contained honey from the same source.
Then when every flawed entry had been eliminated, the final judgement was made
by the mysterious art of sniffing and tasting.
Overall, it was a truly illuminating and fascinating experience from which I learnt an
awful lot and thoroughly enjoyed. I certainly recommend it to anyone else interested
in the judging process.”

Jan Willets
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The Roots that formed Branches and Beyond
Episode 6—Consolidation

CONSOLIDATION
Last month we found that things were going so well that a honey co-operative had
been established. This month we learn of some undemocratic processes – a sign of
overconfidence.

With membership rapidly rising an assistant secretary was appointed by the
committee in March 1883. His name was John Ingerthorpe and his starting salary
was three guineas rising indecently quickly to £4.0s.0d. However, his appointment
was not confirmed until May 1885 when his salary was raised to £6.0s.0d. So, the
committee was out of order appointing him without AGM approval. Further
skulduggery is suspected as Ingerthorpe’s name did not feature on any of the early
membership lists and he probably did not even keep bees. However, he did hold
this post until 1915 and then went on to become secretary until 1921. The
appointment of Ingerthorpe completed a management team which remained
unchanged for over 30 years and endowed the Association with a stability which
few of the contemporary associations could have enjoyed.
Along the way liberties were taken with democratic principles. We have already
observed thar AH Foster and John Inglethorpe were appointed by co-option
without early confirmation at an AGM. In fact, for many years, the Annual
Meetings became a mere formality to receive the Annual Report and Accounts and
re-elect everybody en-bloc. The proceedings were, however, enlivened by the
appointment of a nobleman or other professional citizen to take the chair and
from 1885 onwards a lecturer of repute would address the meeting after the
formal business was complete. On this occasion Frank Cheshire was engaged to
give the lecture entitled “The Wonders of Beekeeping”. He also lectured the
previous evening at Stratford upon Avon for which he received £6.0s.0d for both.
The Marquis of Hertford, as chairman of the AGM in 1883 showed a commendably
far-sighted view by saying that Beekeeping was of such National importance that
he felt the Government would soon include it as a school subject with
examinations and certificates in the same way as it is done in Germany. The
Marquis died within the year and, in the absence of Government action, the BBKA
is still promoting the introduction of Beekeeping in schools to this day.
Ivan A Perry
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Important Petition
Stop the importation
of honey bees into
GB from the EU via
Northern Ireland

Government Petition: Stop the importation of
honey bees into GB from the EU via Northern
Ireland
This online petition is intended to impose a ban
in Great Britain, on the importation of honey
bees from the EU and Northern Ireland.
One of the main risk of continued importation is
"Unrestricted movement of bees could allow
Small Hive Beetle to arrive and devastate British
Beekeeping".
If you would like to sign it please go to the
website: https://petition.parliament.uk/

petitions/577603
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CAVEAT EMPTOR
Be aware that Warwickshire Beekeepers Association is not responsible for any goods or services advertised in Warwickshire Beekeeper or
on the website. Anyone purchasing bees or
nuclei should satisfy themselves that they are
disease free and that they are aware of the
provenance of any queens.
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WBKA Committee
Bee Inspectors

President Maurice West
T: 01788 574249

Seasonal (Apr - Sept only)

Chair
Samantha Peckett
E: chair@wbka.org.uk

Colleen Reichling T: 07990 138898

Secretary Jane Nimmo
T: 07926 202066
E: secretary@wbka.org.uk

Regional

Treasurer Jane Brown
T: 07702 160751
E: treasurer@wbka.org.uk
Examination Secretary
Jane Medwell
T: 07721 470702
E: examsec@wbka.org.uk

WB Editor Katerina Prokopiou
E: wbeditor@wbka.org.uk
Web Master Gary Thomas
E: webmaster@wbka.org.uk

Gordon Bull
Colin Pavey

T: 07867 351626
T: 07775 119471

BDI Representatives
WBKA Representative
Julian Routh

T: 07758191955

Director & Claims Manager
Bernard Diaper

T: 07711 456932

Warwickshire
AHAT Coordinator
Julian Routh
E: routhjulian@gmail.com

Branch Secretaries
Birmingham

T: 07843 577452

E: bdbka.sec@aol.co.uk

Coventry

T: 07970 630090

E: cbka.secretary@wbka.org.uk

Nuneaton & Atherstone

T: 01827 880689

E: jandl.twidle@gmail.com

Rugby

T: 07486 508079

E: secretary@rugbybeekeepers.org

Shipston-on-Stour

T: 07506 086133

E: rod.oates@hotmail.co.uk

Solihull & District

T: 0121 7041731

E: id12c3076@blueyonder.co.uk

Sutton Coldfield

T: 0121 3549451

E: secretary.sutton@wbka.org.uk

Warwick & Leamington

T: 07836 668439

E: secretary@warleambees.org.uk
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